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Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation (UCU
Foundation) was founded in 1997 to support and
fund the growth and operations of Ukrainian Catholic
University (UCU) in Lviv, Ukraine. As the only Catholic
university in the vast territory of the former Soviet
Union, UCU is at the forefront of building a civil
society in Ukraine, educating its students to be
ethical and moral leaders of a new Ukraine. Through
its fundraising activities in the United States, UCU
Foundation assists UCU in meeting its educational and
financial challenges and supports its successes as the
premier Catholic educational institution in Ukraine.

Our Impact
UCU Foundation funds approximately 1/3 of
the total operating budget of UCU annually.*

18	UCU Foundation
Welcomes New Board
Members

Over $2.3MM has been raised and given towards
scholarships for UCU students in the last five years.

19	UCU Foundation Honored
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This past year UCU Foundation funded a total of
179 scholarships for UCU students.

21	Supporters around the
United States Hold
Fundraisers to Benefit
UCU’s Humanitarian
Relief Efforts

Over $2.3MM has been fundraised to support
humanitarian relief efforts during the war.
*5 year average

23	Financials

FOUR STAR CHARITY
NAVIGATOR RATING
UCU Foundation is proud to have been
awarded the highest 4-star rating with
Charity Navigator for many years. Charity
Navigator is a respected not-for-profit
rating agency in U.S. which examines how a
charity manages its finances day to day and how financially
well-positioned it is in order to sustain its programs over time.
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Dear Friends of UCU,
I begin this letter with a spirit of immense gratitude. Since Russia launched its unprovoked
and ruthless invasion of Ukraine in February, Ukrainian Catholic University has been tested
and challenged in ways it had hoped would never come to pass. Yet with an outpouring of
support from donors, our U.S.-based Foundation has steadfastly advanced the mission of
UCU by enabling learning to continue even as the country is under attack. Moreover, this
generosity has empowered UCU to lead with vision, using its infrastructure, technical skills,
and resources to shelter refugees, distribute medical supplies, house medical workers, and
offer programs for the morale and healing of a battered population. None of this would have
been possible without bountiful financial support.
Because our fiscal year changed, this Impact Report covers 18 months (from January 2021
through June 2022). We are also awed and humbled to report that thanks to your financial
and prayerful support, we have had our best fundraising year ever. This stunning generosity
will continue to support the growth and future of UCU. Our dedicated humanitarian relief fund,
launched in March to specifically support relief efforts at UCU, has raised over $2 million as
of June 30, 2022. This kind of beneficence has enabled UCU to become a hub for local and
international relief efforts, which in turn has encouraged several meaningful partnerships.
Major institutions such as the University of Notre Dame and the Bradley Foundation have
pledged their help at this critical time, and partnerships with relief organizations such as
Razom for Ukraine, SMART Medical Aid and Team Rubicon provide aid and medical services,
support defenders and even offer training in CPR to UCU students. Students are active
volunteers in these and many other organizations working in partnership with UCU.
As the war and its inherent suffering continues, the students remain an inspiration to us
all. You will read in these pages how they have tirelessly volunteered, developed their own
relief initiatives, and pressed on with their education. If the country depends on brave,
intelligent, skilled youth for its survival, these amazing students leave us no doubt about
the future of Ukraine.
We are in the midst of a battle we did not seek and do not relish, but let there be no doubt
about our resolve. Your unfailing generosity, the spirit and energy of your commitment, and
the power of your prayers propel us onward. May God bless you for all you have done, and
may He continue to bless Ukraine. Glory to Ukraine! Glory to our Heroes!
Sincerely,

Alexander B. Kuzma
Chief Development Officer

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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Ukrainian Catholic
University Comes to
the Aid of Its Country
When Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022, Ukrainian Catholic University
found itself compelled to be more than a university; it was called to be a leader
in humanitarian efforts and a beacon of spiritual strength for a stunned and
suffering nation.

UCU Foundation Funds Sweeping
Relief Efforts
In March, UCU Foundation created the Ukraine
Emergency Fund to support UCU’s humanitarian
endeavors. As of June 30th over $2 million has
been raised by our U.S.-based foundation. With
the help of this fund, UCU mobilized to provide
relief and defend Ukraine in countless ways.
The UCU Volunteer Center collected and donated
clothes, food, hygiene products, and medicines
to Kharkiv, Kyiv, and many other affected cities.
The Sheptytsky Center became a receptacle
for a wide range of medical aid supplies.
The Andriy and Chrystia Kozak Fitness Center
and the dormitories Collegium I and II were
outfitted to welcome refugees, including 30
orphans temporarily housed on their way to
safety in Sweden.

UCU students pack humanitarian aid arriving on campus from
partners around the world.
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On campus, UCU staff, students, teachers,
and clergy have supported the displaced,
participated in the information war against
Russian propaganda, lent their classrooms
to journalists, and provided spiritual and
psychological support to those in need. Far from
campus, twenty brave students and 16 UCU
employees defend Ukraine in the Armed Forces,
the Voluntary Army, and the Territorial Defense.

UCU’s Actions Inspire Others
The scope and energy of this activity has attracted
several meaningful partnerships. In July, UCU signed
a cooperation agreement with the charitable fund
Razom for Ukraine, which will facilitate a wide range of
joint aid initiatives. Volunteers from Razom for Ukraine
are already working alongside UCU students and living
on the university campus, packing first aid kits and
communication devices for the defenders.
Team Rubicon, a group of medical professionals
from Canada and the U.K., is living at UCU while they
mobilize and provide medical care to regions around
the country. The medical fund SMART Medical Aid
is also living and working at UCU while they dispense
supplies, arrange evacuations, and train medical staff.

Led by anesthesiologist Irina Ryabikina, the team is
getting help from many of the UCU student volunteers,
and Ms. Ryabikina beams with praise for them. “These
boys and girls help me every day,” she said before
noting cheekily, “some of them I took to my staff and I
will not give them back.”
UCU has partnered with Kryla Nadiyi / Wings of Hope,
a Ukrainian organization that provides seriously ill
children with their essential and lifesaving medicine.
This is a particular challenge during the disruption of
war, but Kryla Nadiyi is indefatigable.

“Sometimes you get a call from
some mother thanking us for
medicine received; she says her
child is now safe, because she
has enough medicine for a month.
I know that the children’s and adult
emergency room or operating
room in a military hospital can
work without a break, because we
brought medicine and everything
necessary on time.”
Kryla Nadiyi, Wings of Hope

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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UCU COMES TO AID, CONTINUED

Orysia Masna, a Social Work student and the
communicator for the Department of Communication
with Graduates, works as a medic in one of the
Lviv hospitals. She is on the frontline as part of the
volunteer medical battalion “Hospitallers.”

“Since March, I have worked with
wounded soldiers in a hospital
and understood I wanted to be a
military medic. There is a need for
medics, and we have to meet it.
I want to have a part in our victory,
and I cannot do it while staying
at home.“
Displaced families living on campus at UCU took part in
UCU’s “Easter Together” activities and celebration.

Students Learn in Old and
New Ways
In the middle of this stirring activity, the learning
continues. Online models let the students attend
classes, and certain programs have even incorporated
the relief work into their class models. Students from
the Social Work Program are assisting therapists as
they heal wounded military personnel. The initiative
to enlist these students came from the Department
of Physical and Occupational Therapy.

“To restore one’s physical integrity
and skills, that is, controlling one’s
hands or feet, they need to restore
their faith and the desire to live, even
if it requires a dramatic change. The
first part is done by the rehabilitation
team, consisting of physical and
occupational therapists, and
the second is up to social work
specialists and our students.”
Yulia Kokoyachuk, Head of the Social
Work Program
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Orysia Masna, Social Work student

“All our soldiers have wives, children, and parents
waiting for them to return home. I shudder at the
thought of a body bag coming home instead of your
smiling loved one. Our team of the “Hospitallers”
battalion is doing everything to avoid this. They call us
angels in white scrubs. Maybe there’s some truth to
that,” she says.

Orysia Masna works as a medic in one of the Lviv hospitals.

UCU students weave camouflage nets to send to the front.

Student-Led Projects Enhance
Relief Efforts
In addition to these coordinated programs, many
students have formed their own initiatives, fulfilling
needs as they see them. These projects include
weaving camouflage nets, writing letters to the military,
baking for the military, and creating a playroom for
children temporarily housed on campus.
Anya, a graduate of UCU School of Journalism,
organized the making of energy bars for the hungry. To
assemble and distribute the bars, she enlisted over 40
volunteers. She acknowledges that this was not hard
to do; people want to help.

If you would like to support
ongoing humanitarian
relief efforts at UCU, visit
UCUFoundation.org/donate
and designate your gift for
the Ukraine Emergency
Fund in the drop down.

“Now people need to do something,
move, help on different fronts,
because when you sit and read the
news and you are shaken, it’s much
worse, but when you do something,
physically, informationally, you
join the common cause. And the
common cause is now all.”
Anya, UCU School of Journalism graduate

Common cause is evident in every corner of UCU.
With the generous help of UCU Foundation, UCU has
resoundingly answered the call to serve Ukraine and
work to assure her eventual freedom. Though they
cope with their own losses or personal struggles, the
students continue working and learning, determined to
be ready for the challenge of rebuilding their country. ■

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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Two New Endowed Scholarships
Honor UCU’s Fallen Heroes
In honor of two brave UCU alumni who made the ultimate sacrifice for their beloved country,
UCU announces the creation of two new endowed scholarships.

Oleh Vorobyov
Oleh Vorobyov died on the front in the war with the
Russian occupier. Oleh was an alumnus of the Master
of Science in Technology Management Program of
UCU Business School, COO at The Spares Expert LtD,
and founder of a course of psychological assistance
for soldiers of the anti-terrorist operation, Happy
Together. He is survived by his wife Olha, son Davyd,
and daughter Sofiya, who is currently a student of UCU
Philology Program.
Oleh was a trained physicist with a candidate’s
degree in Physics-Mathematics. He worked for many
years as a researcher of the Institute of the Physics
of Condensed Systems at the National Academy of
Science Ukraine, then turned to civic and creative work.
He was part of the Lviv musical group Riasni Drova
Consort, known for its experimental sound. At the time
of the invasion he was an enthusiastic student at the
business school, but left to fight and defend.
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Khrystyna Dolna,
Chief Operating
Officer at LvBS,
shares her memory
of Oleh Vorobyov:
“Oleh was a person
who accumulated a
lot of knowledge and
experience, and he
gladly shared them.
He always had lots of questions during the lectures,
which pushed everyone around him into the “deep
water of knowledge”. I am happy to have had the
opportunity to know Oleh in my life. And I want to carry
these warm memories and gratitude further.”
At the initiative of UCU Business School and
the family of hero Oleh Vorobyov, Ukrainian Catholic
University has started a scholarship fund in memory
of this hero.

Artem Dymyd
Artem Dymyd, age 27, died defending Ukraine from
the Russian occupiers. While serving in the war, he
was killed by mortar fire near Donetsk. He was a
graduate of UCU, Humanities Faculty, History Program,
a member of Plast Ukraine, and an active participant
in the Revolution of Dignity, serving in the special
battalion “Harpoon” and the battalion “Azov.”
Artem was a true adventurer. He joined Plast at 7,
was a youth in Bohdan Khmelnytskyi Troop 69 and
eventually became an educator. He was a member
of Order of the Iron Jail Troop 15 and a participant
of national camps: Lehion, Hoverla, and KVT. He was
enthusiastic about military scouting and parachuting,
and he once rode a motorcycle to Iraq. He loved
traveling and visited more than 50 countries. He was
also a true patriot. He was in the United States on
February 24, 2022 but left for Ukraine immediately
after the start of the full-scale invasion.

Artem was the son
of Father Mykhailo
Dymyd, the first
rector of the Lviv
Theological Academy
(now UCU), chaplain
of the Maidan,
professor of UCU,
and his wife Ivanka
Krypyakevych-Dymyd,
a famous icon painter. He is the great-grandson of
the historian Ivan Krypiakevych and of the priest
and violinist Artemiy Tsehelsky, who spent seven years
in exile in Siberia.
His family, along with UCU, is establishing a
scholarship fund in cooperation with Plast Ukraine
and the Ukrainian clothing brand Aviatsia Halychyny.
The scholarship will be provided to Plast members
who enter UCU’s bachelors and masters programs. ■

To honor these heroes, please designate your gift for the “Artem Dymyd
Endowed Scholarship Fund”, “Oleh Vorobyov Scholarship Fund” or both.

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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Congratulations
to Ukrainian
Catholic University
Class of 2022!
On July 9th and 10th, 2022, graduation ceremonies were held at Ukrainian Catholic
University. This year, more than 500 young people completed their undergraduate and
graduate studies. These students continued their studies through an epidemic and war.
Their courage, tenacity, and strength are an inspiration to us all.

“Ukraine is already becoming an example
for others, an example that you can
stand in the most difficult conditions,
that light is stronger than darkness, and
truth is stronger than lies. Therefore, no
matter how strong the evil seems, it is
necessary to repel it. On the day of your
graduation, I want to wish you stability,
strength in the fight against evil, strength
in the fight for the truth and your own
principles. Always fight for what you
personally believe in, what you were
taught to believe in the family and within
the walls of UCU.”
Dmytro Kuleba
UCU’s graduation ceremony honorary speaker,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine and
member of the National Security Council
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“I want to congratulate you from the
bottom of my heart on the completion
of your studies, which took place with
incredible challenges of COVID and war,
with unspeakable sacrifices, but also with
great grace. You, as Ukrainians, have
shown the world something that the
world did not expect - Ukraine today is
the epicenter of global changes.”
Archbishop-Metropolitan of Philadelphia
Borys Gudziak, President of UCU

“Many eyes are on you, dear graduates.
We are proud of each and every one of
you when you rise to the challenge, when
it is visible who you are - members of our
community who do not betray the values 
of our university. You are called to great
tasks - to be great patriots, true to your
values. Go out into the world and create
new communities. If you dedicate your
life to serving your neighbor, then you
will be great.”
Father Ihor Boyko, Rector of the
Lviv Theological Seminary of the Holy Spirit

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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UCU Students Share Their Stories of
Their Service Work During War
Personal stories of service during war time can help us all to stay inspired during the difficult fight.
For this purpose, Ukrainian Catholic University has been collecting stories from students as they
serve during the war. May God bless these students as they continue to learn and serve to bring
Ukraine to victory.
To read more students stories visit: UCUFoundation.org/ucustories

Mariya Hulya

First-year, Social Work
On February 24th the lives of
millions of Ukrainians were
divided into BEFORE and AFTER.
On that terrible day we woke up
to the words, “War has begun.”
Right after the first sirens, I traveled home from the
Collegium. The first days were very frightening, but then
I understood that you can’t just sit and wring your hands,
and I decided to find some work for myself. I did a lot of
volunteering before the war, but now volunteering has
become an even bigger part of my life. I volunteer with
the organization Drohobych SOS: we help the Army in
my hometown of Drohobych and in my grandmother’s
village, Ranevychy. We weave camouflage nets, prepare
food for our defenders, bake pies and cookies, and collect
humanitarian aid for soldiers. We then transport it all to
the areas of conflict. Sometimes I sort and pack aid for
refugees. I have collected clothes for orphans who have
come to our children’s building. We receive donations
from various countries: Poland, Italy, Spain.
There is a beautiful quote: “When you take, you fill your
hand; when you give, you fill your heart.” Being an ordinary
UCU student, I can’t directly take part in defending Ukraine
on the military front. But I can happily support other fronts
– informational and non-informational.

“I’m impressed at how much my fellow
Ukrainians are helping. They don’t know
what tomorrow will bring, but today
they are ready to give their last. This is
why I remain in the country and help
my homeland.”
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When I volunteer, I feel that perhaps, with small steps,
I am bringing our country closer to victory. When
volunteering, I don’t sit all day, I don’t flip through the
news feed, and I’m not paying attention to sirens. My
work distracts me from sad thoughts. I’m an optimist
and always try to find positives in everything.

Yevheniy Andrusevych
First-year, Ethics-PoliticsEconomics

I’m not serving in the army, but there
are other ways to help bring about
victory. I weave camouflage nets,
sort donations, and I participated
in a tele-bridge between UCU and other Catholic and
non-Catholic universities abroad to spread information
about the war in Ukraine. I distributed food and water on
trains that were traveling through my city, Khmelnytskyi,
and I took small children from the children’s institution
where my mother works to a basement during air raid
sirens. I have also written two articles as an informational
resource for foreigners about the war.

Kateryna Potoplyak

First-year, Philology

I volunteer at the Sheptytsky Center:
I sort and pack humanitarian aid,
and at the UCU Children’s Center in
the movie theater I work with kids. I
notice that, for a certain period of
time, the kids become calmer, they
aren’t talking about the war and “playing war.” I’m very
glad about that. I feel a need to help people who were in
hot spots or forced to leave their homes. This creates
optimism, keeps me from throwing up my hands and
distracts me from unnecessary negative thoughts.
And there are wonderful people volunteering, with
good, big hearts.

Anastasiya
Honcharova

Second-year, Philology
I volunteer in my hometown, Lviv;
I’m home. After the first days of
the war, I learned to make rugs for
soldiers. It’s easy, on first glance, to
forget about such simple products, but they give warmth
and, with them, it’s not so cold to sit on the ground. With
just three things, scissors, old knitted clothing, and a hook,
I’ve prepared seven rugs. With student initiatives from the
Philology Program, I also took part in translating songs
and cartoons from English.

“War tests you and, at the same time,
makes you strong. “
People in such exceptional circumstances gain the
qualities of stability, endurance, flexibility, or, on the
contrary, under enormous pressure they become fragile.
Despite the range of emotions and characters, we face
the same questions.
Everything nonessential immediately falls away, leaving
only significant things. We are re-thinking ourselves
as Ukrainians: our place in society, and, as individuals
with personal needs and emotions. Our nation has
now united around one idea. It is like an integrated
mosaic, shimmering with colored glass, through the
characteristics of each of us. So I wanted to take part in
victory, in the united volunteering process, to become part
of the movement which is leading all Ukrainians to victory.

Anna Borshchuk

Third-year,
Ethics-Politics-Economics
Since the start of the war, I’ve
been preparing Sunday evening
diversions for volunteers (table
games, reflections, concerts). I also
weave defensive nets, prepare body armor for soldiers,
travel outside the country with the Red Cross to aid
refugees, and visit the UCU refugee shelter. I coordinate a
children’s shelter with children of refugees and volunteer
there; I help make preserves, I even made a temporary
shelter for refugees in my home. I also am Head Manager
of Coordinators for UCU’s Student Charity Center, as I was
before the war.
I’m involved because it’s not possible to be on the
sidelines. This is an incredible time in which to act, to use
my skills, to get acquainted with those with whom
I’ll be building the country. Everyone is ready to help –
the level of unity and faith is great. It’s worth being part
of the process.

Yuriy Pukavskyi

Fifth-year, Human Rights

At the beginning of the war I tried to help refugees and
did some legal consulting. Then, through the Legal Clinic
of UCU Law School, we looked for a lawyer to volunteer
at the Plast station in Lviv and prepare various types
of documents for crossing the border. I also helped
coordinate the collection of humanitarian aid abroad. It’s
important for me to feel that I’m of use to the country, of
use to my people. Now each of us is part of a system that
is bringing Ukraine closer to victory. I want to believe that
what I’m doing is helping this. Sometimes, of course, my
help seems very slight and others may be doing more
important and valuable things. But understanding that
medicine or food that I helped coordinate aided those in
need inspires me to continue working.

Sashko Monastyrskyi
Second-year,
Ethics-Politics-Economics

As one of the coordinators of the
UCU Humanitarian Aid Center, I am
exceptionally glad and proud, not
only that we managed to spread
our initiative on such a scale, but for all those people
who come to volunteer with us every day, making their
contribution to Ukraine’s inevitable victory. I feel a desire
to be involved in defending the country. If not with arms
in hand, then at least in the rear guard.

“I am also proud of our university and
its staff, who enable the center to work
so effectively. Hundreds of people have
received food, medicine, equipment,
and much more. I thank everyone who is
already with us, and I invite others to join
us, because only together will we be able
to conquer the Russian invaders. ”

Roman Mutel

First-year, Computer Science
I took part in weaving camouflage
nets at UCU, passed out food at
the Lviv train station, and unloaded
and sorted humanitarian aid at the
warehouse on Zemelna Street. I’m
doing this because, with all my heart, I want to help our
country win as soon as possible. ■

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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Donor Spotlight
Andriy and Chrystia Kozak
Among the most generous donors to UCU during the
past fiscal year were Andriy and Chrystia Kozak. After
successful engineering careers, early retirement allowed
them to enjoy the active lifestyle offered by Vermont.
Andriy and Chrystia are both avid skiers, and also enjoy
hiking, cycling, and windsurfing. Andriy is also a glider
pilot. They are both lifelong members of the Ukrainian
Scouting Organization Plast, where Andriy serves as
the Chairman of Plast’s National Board, and Chrystia is
the Director of Physical Fitness. During Andriy’s tenure,
Plast has strengthened its financial base in the United
States, and expanded one of the organization’s historic
campsites. Along with normal scouting activities, Andriy
and Chrystia are involved in Plast’s “Scouts for Ukraine”
campaign, which has raised nearly one million dollars in
donations and has delivered over ten million dollars in
medical equipment and humanitarian aid to refugees and
wounded soldiers. Given their active lifestyle, Andriy and
Chrystia funded UCU’s state-of-the-art Fitness Center,
which has now been named in their honor. Immediately
following the unprovoked invasion of Ukraine, the
fitness center was converted into a refugee shelter. The
Kozak’s are deeply touched that this new building aided
UCU’s relief efforts and underscores their unwavering
commitment to UCU and Ukraine.

Andriy and Chrystia Kozak celebrate the special award
from His Beatitude Patriarch Sviatoslav honoring
Christine’s mother, Catherine (Katrusia) Wolowodiuk in
recognition of her extraordinary generous support of
Ukrainian Catholic University.

The Lynde & Harry Bradley
Foundation
The Lynde & Harry Bradley Foundation is a longstanding
partner of UCU Foundation. The Bradley Foundation
made its first $20,000 grant to UCU Foundation (then
UCEF) in 2000 and has supported UCU’s mission ever
since with grants totaling $830,800 over several decades.
Steadfastly adhering to the principles and examples of
its namesakes, Lynde and Harry Bradley, The Bradley
Foundation envisions a nation invigorated by the
principles and institutions that uphold our unalienable
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. To
further this vision, The Bradley Foundation pursues a
mission to restore, strengthen, and protect the principles
and institutions of American exceptionalism.
Today, the Bradley Foundation rarely makes international
grants, but its long history with UCU and the severity of
the war made this most recent $83,300 grant possible.
This generous grant will support UCU’s critical work and
has been designated for both UCU’s Ukraine Emergency
Fund and for direct scholarship support with the intent
to help UCU remain a first-rate educational institution
in Ukraine.
14
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The Andriy and Chrystia Kozak Fitness Center in Collegium
II was quickly converted into a refugee shelter following
the unprovoked invasion of Ukraine.

Endowments Created in 2021
The Marta Kolomayets Women in
Journalism Scholarship Endowment
The Marta Kolomayets Women in Journalism Scholarship
Endowment was created by the Kolomayets Family and
friends to honor the memory of Marta Kolomayets and
allow her legacy to live on through generations of UCU’s
journalism students. Marta was a vibrant and pioneering
journalist. She was the first U.S. journalist and the second
foreign journalist to be accredited as a correspondent in
independent Ukraine. For many years she worked for The
Ukrainian Weekly, first in their New Jersey office and then
in Kyiv, Ukraine. She became a long-time member of the
Friends of UCU Committee in the U.S. and Ukraine. She
also served as Chief Operating Officer of UCU Foundation
and helped to start UCU School of Journalism. She
headed the Fulbright Program in Ukraine from January
2013 until her passing on August 16, 2020.
The purpose of The Marta Kolomayets Endowment is
to provide an annual academic scholarship for qualified
UCU students in journalism. The first consideration will
be given to worthy female candidates who, like Marta,
want to pursue a career in journalism that adheres to high
standards and principles.
With leadership gifts from Marta’s mother Luba
Kolomayets, brother Andrew with wife Zirka, the
Kolomayets and Karawan families, and a very generous
donation of $25,000 from the Selfrelience Foundation, the
endowment was also supported by 60 people who knew
Marta. The endowment principal grew up to $70,630 in a
recent year. All those who wish to honor Marta’s memory
may contribute to this endowment.

Marta Kolomayets, pioneering journalist

“It is symbolic that our most talented female students, thanks to the support
of the Kolomayets family and friends, will receive a scholarship in memory
of Marta Kolomayets, who lived and breathed the profession of journalism.
We believe that this generous support will inspire our female students to
aspire to her achievements and multiply their own.”
Rev. Andriy Shestak, Head of UCU School of Journalism and Communications

UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
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ENDOWMENTS, CONTINUED

The Endowed Scholarship Fund for
“Huzar Scholars”
The Endowed Scholarship Fund for “Huzar Scholars” was
created in the fall of 2021 with a $500K stock donation
from Katrusia Wolowodiuk of Canton, MA.
The Fund honors the legacy of the late Patriarch Lubomyr
Cardinal Huzar, the head of the Ukrainian Catholic Church
(2005-2011) and a dear friend of the Wolowodiuk family.
The Fund’s goal is to support the education of promising
students-seminarians at the Department of Philosophy
and Theology at UCU. It will be awarded on the basis
of merit and need and is designed to prepare students
for ministry and leadership roles in the Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
This year, two seminarians, Ihor Ivanovych, a fourth year
student, and Wolodymyr Medvid, a second year student,
became the first “Huzar Scholars.” Both are from Lviv and
are enrolled in UCU’s program of philosophy and theology.
Besides their rigorous studies and responsibilities at
the seminary, they are involved in volunteer and pastoral
work. “It’s very symbolic to receive the scholarship
named after one of the spiritual leaders of our Church. It
inspires us towards new achievements and motivates us
to grow and develop within the seminarian community,”
acknowledged a grateful Wolodymyr Medvid.
Wolodymyr and Katrusia Wolowodiuk have been generous
benefactors of Ukrainian Catholic University since 2004.
Born in Ukraine, each of their families left their native land
at the end of World War II and immigrated to the U.S.

UCU Foundation Chief Development Officer Alex Kuzma
presents Mrs. Catherine (Katrusia) Wolowodiuk of Canton,
MA with a special “hramota” (award) from His Beatitude
Patriarch Sviatoslav, honoring her for her very generous
support of Ukrainian Catholic University and seminarians
at the Holy Spirit Seminary.

Vlodko first met Cardinal Huzar in the 1940’s, when they
attended high school together at a displaced persons
camp in Salzburg, Austria. Their friendship blossomed
through common interests, and they have many shared
memories of their early Plast years, continuing into the
U.S. with the fraternity (kurin) Chervona Kalyna. Katrusia’s
family has always been religious, and this was fortified in
her teenage years by the sisters at Saint Basil Academy in
Fox Chase, PA. Vlodko and Katrusia both believe deeply
in the vision, mission, and values of the Ukrainian
Catholic University.
Cardinal Huzar was a caring, thoughtful, and considerate
gentleman. It brings Katrusia and Vlodko great joy to
be able to honor his memory with this scholarship
for seminarians.
Wolodymyr Wolowodiuk with Patriarch Lubomyr
Cardinal Huzar, the head of the Ukrainian Catholic Church
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The GK Chesterton Scholarship Fund
The GK Chesterton Scholarship Fund was created by
Chuck and Erlinda Neubecker from Texas in the fall 2021.
They previously founded two other endowments: the
Blessed Rev. Yakym Sinkivsky Scholarship and Blessed
Rev. Omelyan Kovch Scholarship.
The new endowed fund is named after Gilbert Keith
Chesterton, a prominent writer, philosopher, lay
theologian, and literary and art critic. The fund will
support promising students of UCU School of Journalism
and Media Communications to cultivate journalists
who adhere to high standards and principles in their
professional life.

The Wolodymyra and Stefan
Slywotzky Professorship Endowment
This endowment will be used for professor salaries to
support the work and research of UCU’s talented and
visionary professors. This endowment in support of UCU’s
professors was made possible by a $1 million dollar
bequest from the Estate of Wolodymyra Slywotzky.
(For more details, see page 35)

Through annual scholarships, Chuck and Erlinda want
to support students who desire to practice journalism on
an objective basis: using truth as the foundation, writing
with clarity and style, and avoiding propaganda and
personal agendas.

The Roman
Shvets Endowed
Scholarship Fund
The Roman Shvets Endowed
Scholarship Fund was created
by the Shvets (Schwetz) family
and friends in memory of
Roman Shvets,
Roman Shvets, a distinguished
distinguished
mathematician and physicist
mathematician and
who passed away on February
physicist
2, 2021. The fund will provide an
annual academic scholarship for qualified UCU students
in Applied Sciences, and will be given to applicants of
an underprivileged background who are among the top
10% of their class. Over $35,000 was contributed to this
endowment thanks to the leadership gifts from Roman’s
son Myckola Schwetz, donations from 26 friends of the
family, and matching gifts from PIMCO Foundation.

The late Stefan and Wolodymyra Slywotzky, their
granddaughter, Vira Slywotzky, and UCU’s President,
Metropolitan-Archbishop Borys Gudziak at the 2012 New
York Friends of UCU Annual Benefit Luncheon.

The Rev. Julian and Sophia (Turczan)
Koczerzuk Endowment
The family of the long-time supporter of UCU Foundation,
late Mrs. Irene Koczerzuk Harris, has initiated a creation
of an endowed fund in honor of Rev. Julian and Sophia
(Turczan) Koczerzuk.
Congressman Andrew Harris, U.S. Representative for
Maryland’s 1st congressional district and his wife Mrs.
Nicole Harris, Dr. Gregory and Mrs. Maura Harris, Mr.
Bohdan and Mrs. Maria Shandor and their extended family
are continuing the tradition of generosity that was started
by Mrs. Koczerzuk Harris back in 2000. She generously
contributed $68,000 in her lifetime to support the mission
of UCU and provide scholarships for students. Every
year her gift was a tribute to the blessed memory of
her beloved father, Rev. Julian Koczerzuk, who was a
Ukrainian Catholic priest.

How To Create a New Endowment or Support One of the Above
To establish a new endowment, donors will discuss
the purpose and terms of the endowed fund with the
Foundation, and then sign an endowment agreement.
It will be their privilege to name the fund and designate
what it supports: professorship, scholarship, a specific
program or operational needs. The fund can be paid

for with annual gifts, over a one to five year period, or
with a legacy gift. The Foundation’s Board will then
officially approve the creation of the new endowment.
The UCU Foundation Investment Committee,
composed of investment professionals, provides
investment advice and oversees performance.
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UCU Foundation Welcomes
New Board Members
Nataliya Anon
Nataliya Anon is a tech entrepreneur in Silicon Valley who founded and led two successful technology
companies. In 2003, she founded Svitla Systems, Inc., where she currently serves as the CEO. Prior to
Svitla, Nataliya founded Lohika, which was acquired by Altran in 2016. Nataliya is also the co-founder
of the U.S. non-profit “Hromada,” which published the first Ukrainian newspaper on the West Coast of
the U.S. and provides war relief assistance to Ukraine’s most vulnerable. She holds a master’s degree
in IT and Accounting from the University of Kansas and an MBA from Stanford University.

“I am driven by my passion to help Ukraine in its fight for independence and basic
human dignity. I am inspired by the powerful story of UCU, which cultivates the new
ethical leaders of Ukraine’s tomorrow.”

Taras Ferencevych
Taras Ferencevych has a 25+ year career in education, combining an eclectic mix of experiences
with a strong emphasis on programming. From his beginnings as a camp counselor, he understood
the importance of thoughtful program design as a catalyst for meaningful and fulfilling student
experiences. Taras’s experiences working in higher education included involvement in social-justice
work, community building, and high-impact learning practices. After leaving higher education, Taras
ventured into the world of independent schools as a classroom teacher and Director of Experiential
Learning. He has worked at several day and boarding schools in New England and the mid-Atlantic.
Since January of 2020, Taras has worked for the Independent School Experiential Education Network
(ISEEN) supporting its member schools by creating varied and important professional development
experiences online and in person. In addition to serving on UCU Foundation’s board, Taras volunteers
his time in Plast, Razom, and as a ski and mountain biking coach. Taras believes that UCU has played,
and will continue to play, a vital role in building a just and prosperous society in Ukraine.

“The people of UCU inspire me most. Whether a student, a cafeteria worker, a faculty
rector, or an alum, the people of UCU are inspirational. They have a spirit of invincibility
infused with vision, courage, and passion. The people of UCU have already played a
pivotal role in transforming Ukraine and will be critical to her future.”

Catherine Stecyk
Catherine Stecyk is Director of the Center for Research & Fellowships (CRF) at Villanova University,
where she leads a team of six and directs a portfolio of undergraduate and graduate research
programs, processes nationally competitive scholarships and fellowships, and oversees the Villanova
Presidential Scholars Program. Previously, Catherine worked with the HealthMap Informatics
Program at Boston Children’s Hospital and with the International HIV/AIDS Alliance in Kyiv, Ukraine.
Catherine was a Fulbright U.S. Student Fellow in Ukraine (2010-11), where she conducted research on
the work of nonprofit organizations in healthcare. As a Fulbright fellow, she was based at Ukrainian
Catholic University (UCU). She completed her BS at the University of Notre Dame, her MPH at Boston
University, and her MBA at Villanova University. In addition to being a member of the Board of
Directors for Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation, she also volunteers for Philadelphia Futures
and Clarifi in Philadelphia.

“UCU’s focus on promoting civic engagement and preparing young Ukrainian leaders
has never been more important. I have spent my career supporting mission-driven
organizations and leaders as they work toward improving lives and building better
tomorrows, and so I am excited to support UCU Foundation and benefactors as they
invest in Ukraine’s future.”
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UCU Foundation Honored with
Historic Estate Gifts
In the 2021-22 fiscal year, UCU Foundation received legacy gifts from
the estates of several longtime supporters, including its second-largest
and fourth-largest bequests ever.

Alex Stogryn

Wolodymyra and Stefan Slywotzky

Alex Stogryn was born in Philadelphia on April 18,
1932. He received a B.A. in Physics from the University
of Pennsylvania, and a M.S. and Ph.D. in Physics from
Stanford University.

Late Wolodymyra and Stefan Slywotzky had faithfully
supported UCU since 2002. They both were deeply
respected members of the local Ukrainian community
and had never missed the New York Friends of UCU
annual fundraisers. They contributed over 1.1MM to
support UCU’s mission during their lifetime. In addition,
Mrs. Wolodymyra Slywotzky bequeathed a 1MM gift
in her will. This prominent legacy gift was used to
create an endowed professorship fund to support
the work and research of UCU’s talented and
visionary professors.

He enjoyed a successful
career with Aerojet for over
30 years, where he worked
on electromagnetic theory
and satellite technology that
today’s satellites use for
remote sensing of the earth’s
atmosphere. Alex’s work
included eleven research
papers and over four hundred citations. His interests
included the study of microwave radiometry for
atmospheric temperature and water vapor soundings,
as well as the effects of scattering from rough
surfaces and random bulk properties of media on
brightness temperature. He was a member of the
American Physical Society, Sigma Xi, and Phi
Beta Kappa.
Alex Stogryn faithfully supported Ukrainian Catholic
University since 2004, contributing to UCU’s annual
operational fund and providing scholarships and
program support for the Department of Applied
Sciences. In recognition of his outstanding legacy gift
of 1.7MM to advance UCU’s mission, the University will
name a lecture hall and IT student-coworking space
after him. The newly named hall will be located in the
multifunctional academic building on Stryjskyj
park campus.

“Mrs. Wolodymyra loved her
Motherland until the end of her
days and always responded to
her needs in a sincere manner.
We will keep in our hearts her
great commitment to the cause
of UCU, our students, and
professors. We appreciate her
friendship, her blessings, and
her generous support.”
Rev. Dr. Bohdan Prach, Rector of UCU
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ESTATE GIFTS, CONTINUED

Olha Olenska-Schirmer and
Herbert Schirmer
UCU Foundation has received a significant legacy
gift from the Estate of Olha Olenska-Schirmer and
Herbert Schirmer. The gift was directed to support
the university’s educational activities as well as to
implement some social and charitable projects in
which professors, staff, students, and graduates
of UCU are involved, including the practicum of
UCU Social Work students, the Emmaus House, the
Volunteer Brigade and Christmas Eve for the Poor.
In gratitude, the UCU community has named a
children’s reading room in the Metropolitan Andrey
Sheptytsky Center in honor of the couple.
Olha Olenska-Schirmer passed into eternity on
November 21, 2020. She was born in 1923, the
youngest of six children. She studied in Lviv, Ukraine,
and in Germany. In 1946, she immigrated to the United
States. Her husband, Herbert Schirmer, was a doctor
and she was a nurse. They are fondly remembered by
nieces and nephews in the USA, Canada, and Germany
as a cheerful, loving, and positive family.
“With the help of this large gift, we will be able to
serve our neighbors through projects operating at
our university. This couple is an example of the fact
that every good which flows from a sincere heart and
is given to others can be multiplied. We pray and we
believe that the Lord will reward those who know how
to share His gifts generously,” said UCU rector, Rev.
Bohdan Prach, at the blessing of the Schirmer
reading room.

Luba Onuferko
Throughout her life, Luba
Onuferko remained active
in the Philadelphia area’s
Ukrainian community and
many Ukrainian organizations.
She enthusiastically
supported the first fundraising
efforts for UCU back in 1999
and continued to help during
her lifetime. Her generous legacy gift of $40,000
arrived in the turbulent first month of war – March
2022 – and provided much needed support for UCU’s
operational needs.

Daria Mudry
Daria Mudry began her support of UCU in 2004.
Though she was only able to provide modest support
for UCU in her lifetime, she left a very generous gift for
UCU Foundation in her will. The Foundation received a
final distribution from her estate in 2021. Her generous
total legacy gift of $108,843 will support the future of
Ukrainian Catholic University.

“UCU is a bastion of Christian education
and research in many different branches
of knowledge. Young minds educated
there have the opportunity to discover
and discern “the way, the truth, and
the life.” These men and women will
graduate and become the builders, the
evangelizers, and the leaders of Ukraine.
I pray that my financial endowment will
become one of many building blocks to
create a truly Christian foundation of a
free and democratic Ukraine.”
Martha Wiegand, a dedicated supporter
and legacy donor from Ohio ■

Fr. Bohdan Prach, Rector of Ukrainian Catholic University,
and chaplain Fr. Taras Baytsar bless a children’s reading
room in the library section of UCU’s Metropolitan Andrey
Sheptytsky Center in memory of the late Herbert and Olha
Olenska-Schirmer.
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UCU Foundation Supporters around
the United States Hold Fundraisers
to Benefit UCU’s Humanitarian
Relief Efforts
In March of 2022, shortly after the unjustified full-scale invasion of Ukraine by the
Russian Federation, Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation created the Ukraine
Emergency Fund. This dedicated fund supports humanitarian aid and emergency
relief efforts at UCU.
Millions of Ukrainians, many of whom are
women and children, have fled their homes
and headed to Western Ukraine where the
University is located. In response, UCU
converted its Andriy and Chrystia Kozak
Fitness Center and the dormitories Collegium I
and II to welcome refugees. UCU also opened
a Humanitarian Support Collection Center in its
Sheptytsky Center as a receptacle for a wide
range of medical aid supplies. Students, faculty,
and staff at UCU are organizing these efforts
and many more volunteer efforts.

We are proud to say we have made
a difference in the lives of families
and friends affected by the ongoing war
with Russia. We are especially proud to be
supported in these efforts by an extensive
grassroots campaign of fundraisers from
across the United States. When we may be
tempted to feel isolated or despairing, the
emotional and financial support of people
halfway around the world has encouraged
us to keep fighting and working.
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U.S. HUMANITARIAN RELIEF FUNDRAISERS, CONTINUED

It is with gratitude and humility that we
share here a few stories of UCU Foundation
supporters who used their creativity,
resources, and personal networks to support
Ukraine and UCU during this terrible time.
SUZANNE CAMARATA, owner of The Gallery at Flat
Rock in North Carolina, held a charitable art auction
to benefit UCU Foundation. A beautiful painting, titled
Resolve, was donated to the auction by the artist
Veronika Hart. “My heart goes out to all the brave
people of Ukraine who have endured unimaginable
horror, but are standing strong against overwhelming
odds,” said the artist. The auction raised $10,000 for
the Ukraine Emergency Fund through the sale of the
painting and generous donations by gallery patrons.
ANNA BONDAR and DARYNA SEREDIUK, two
Ukrainians who are studying abroad at the Fryeburg
Academy, a boarding school in Maine, organized a
lunchtime fundraiser. The young women, who are
studying in America through the Ukraine Global
Scholars program, sold homemade cookies and
hand-made jewelry (earrings, buttons, bracelets, hair
accessories, ribbons) that resemble Ukrainian symbols.
They also organized a blue and yellow day, asking
the entire school community to wear those colors in
support of Ukraine. They raised over $7,000 for UCU
Foundation
Ukraine
Emergency Fund.
Their efforts and
brave personal
stories were
featured in the
local paper,
The Conway Daily
Sun, and we are
so grateful for
their help.

BOZHENA KULCHYCKYJ, a student from Boston
College, set up an online crowdfunding campaign that
reached 297 donors. Her efforts raised an astonishing
$20,000! UCU and other relief organizations will be the
beneficiaries of these donations.
OLENA BOYKO and her sister LIEDA BOYKO raised
more than $12,000 at a yard sale at Lieda’s home in
Port Charlotte, Florida. The Boykos had planned the sale
prior to the Russian invasion, but when they decided to
donate the proceeds to UCU and other Ukrainian relief
organizations, the women were overwhelmed with
assistance from their community. Friends, neighbors,
and strangers brought carloads of items to add to the
sale, and many people made large cash donations. The
Boykos are familiar with the devastation of war; their
family fled Ukraine in 1944, when Soviet troops were
crossing the border. You can read their inspiring story in
their local paper, Southside Sentinel.
FATHER MICHAEL PERRY, Pastor Emeritus of
Our Lady of Refuge Parish in Brooklyn, organized
a Pysanka workshop to benefit UCU Foundation.
Participants learned about the traditional Ukrainian
art of Pysanka – decorating Easter eggs using a
batik method – and proceeds went to the Ukraine
Emergency Fund at UCU. This joyous Easter tradition,
a symbol of hope, was a moving way to rally around
the people of Ukraine.
The bold and creative ways these people have
stepped in to support Ukraine and UCU is a powerful
reminder that anyone can make a difference.
No matter where you live, who you are, or what
resources you possess, you have the ability to improve
the world. We are so grateful for the courage and the
optimism that our supporters have displayed. Not
only have they come to the aid of Ukraine, they have
reminded us all that in the darkest of times, help can
be found – or given – anywhere. ■

You can join with these supporters by visiting UCUFoundation.org/donate
and learn more about hosting your own fundraiser at:
UCUFoundation.org/fundraisers.
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Financials
This impact report covers 18 months due to the change in our fiscal year. Below
are the UNAUDITED financials for the period of January 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.
The final audited financials will be published on our website once completed.

Support

FUNDING PRIORITIES

Contributions*

$ 9,239,122

Special Events and Other
Fundraising Efforts

$

Bequests

$ 2,784,913

Investment Income

$ (1,089,579)

Total Public Support

$11,428,276

493,819

Student Scholarships
UCU Foundation raises funds to
support student education at all levels
of learning at the University to ensure
that the brightest students in Ukraine
can receive a world-class education.

Professorships

Program Services

$ 6,334,784

UCU Foundation raises funds to
support professorships. These funds
support UCU professors’ academic
endeavors, research development,
and salaries so UCU can retain and
attract the most talented and effective
professors and visionary scholars in
the country.

Management & General

$ 1,059,263

Endowment Fund

Fundraising & Newsletters

$

Total Allocations & Expenses

$ 8,097,839

Allocations and Expenses

703,792

*$2,184,861 were donations for Humanitarian Aid

UCU Foundation manages a $13MM
Endowment Fund in the United States.
This fund continues to expand annually
to ensure the sustainability and future
of UCU. Dividends are distributed
annually to support the University.
Endowed funds support scholarships,
professorships, academic research
and programs.
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Advisory Council

Board of Directors

Management

Timothy Cardinal Dolan
Archbishop of New York

Taras Szmagala, Jr.
Director, Chairman and President

Joseph Solimini
Chief Operating Officer

Archbishop Claudio Gugerotti
Apostolic Nuncio to Ukraine

Anne Chermak Dillen
Director

Nelson Bosacoma
Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer

Most Rev. Robert M. Moskal
Bishop of Parma (retired)

Natalia Klymovska
Director

Inya Chehade
Chief Growth Officer

Rev. Andriy Chirovsky
Sheptytsky Institute of Eastern
Christian Studies

Dzvinka Kryshtalowych
Director

Alexander B. Kuzma
Chief Development Officer

Rev. J. Bryan Hehir
Harvard University
George Weigel
Ethics and Public Policy Center
Archbishop Borys Gudziak
Ukrainian Catholic Metropolitan
of Philadelphia

Andrew Lencyk
Director and Secretary
Boris Lushniak
Director

Donor Relations
Olha Zarichynska

Dan Schmidt
Director

Yulia Komar

Catherine Stecyk
Director

Paula Solimini

Matthew Matuszak
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